The road pollutant emissions, above all in urban context, are correlated to many infrastructural parameters and to traffi c intensity and typology. The research work on road junction geometry, carried out in European research centres, has recently allowed to design new road intersection types which are of undoubted interest, especially in terms of traffi c functionality and safety, like the fl ower roundabouts (in which right-turn manoeuvres do not confl ict with the circulating fl ow). The main objective of this paper is to propose a model for the estimation the capacity, delay, levels of service and the pollutant emissions into fl ower roundabouts. A comparative analysis between conventional roundabout and fl ower roundabout has been carried out in terms of CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , NO, PM 2,5 and PM 10 vehicular emissions, evaluated by mean of COPERT Software which is developed as a European tool for the calculation of emissions from the road transport sector.
INTRODUCTION
Flower roundabouts (see Figure 1 and 2) were designed and patended at the University of Maribor with the ambitious objective of gathering the positive aspects of the different types of roundabout intersections and, at the same time, eliminating the negative ones [1, 2, 3] , in other words getting the safety level better than conventional and turbo roundabouts without reducing capacity. As a matter of fact, a fl ower roundabout is a roundabout with two lanes at entries, two lanes at exits and a ring lane which makes right-turning vehicles get onto a free-fl owing bypass lane, and not into the ring. From this viewpoint, fl ower roundabouts are not a novelty at all in the panorama of road intersections but they are rather simply a specifi c type of conventional roundabout with a ring lane, a lane at entries and an additional lane to turn on the right (an example of roundabout with Right-Turn Bypass Lanes, is shown in Figure 3 ). The interior roadside of the latter lane is separated from the outside edge of the circulatory carriageway by a pseudo-elliptical traffi c island, whose maximum width is equal to the circulatory carriageway width. As far as safety matters are concerned [4] , it is worth pointing out that there are no weaving in circulatory roadway but only eight confl ict points (more exactly, 4 diverging points and 4 merging points) which characterize a conventional roundabout with a ring lane. As to bypass lanes, it is also required to calculate the diversion points concerning the right-turn routing manoeuvre and the entry points in the fl ow from the roundabout. These confl ict points are located at a certain distance from the roundabout, where the effect on speed limitation is less noticeable. Therefore, on one hand there is the advantage of eliminating switch manoeuvres (that, in case of two-lane roundabouts, take place in the ring at moderate speed), on the other hand, there is the disadvantage of introducing diverging and merging confl ict points away from the roundabout. On the whole, a fl ower roundabout is characterized by 16 confl ict points: 8 diverging points and 8 merging points [5] . Another crucial aspect of fl ower roundabouts is related to the alternation of sign and value of the axis curvatures of the lane specialized for the right turn with visible negative effects on driving comfort and safety. The geometric defect could be easily corrected by implementing a bypass with a curvature of the same sign as in the entire development; however, in doing so, the resulting scheme is clearly no more a fl ower roundabout. In short, fl ower roundabouts have neither weaving areas along the ring, nor through points in circulating fl ows (as it occurs instead in turbo roundabouts), the encumbrances are similar to those in two-lane roundabouts, but they have the disadvantage of diverging and merging points in the arms and also right-turn lanes (bypass) implemented by means of circumference arcs with curvatures of opposite signs. On the possibility of converting existing double lane roundabouts to fl ower roundabouts, it is suggested to pay attention because in many traffi c condition could be signifi cant capacity reductions at entries. This paper presents a model for estimation the capacity, delay, queue and pollutant emissions at fl ower roundabouts. Also, has been carried out specifi c traffi c analyses with the objective to identify the benefi ts of innovative roundabouts respect to con-ventional intersections in terms of air pollution emission. The procedure developed is shown in the following Flowchart (cf. Fig. 4 ).
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(differentiated by lane) Moreover, in through and left-turn fl ow the confl icting circulating fl ow is the one in front of the arm under examination (Q c ) which has priority, while in the right-turn fl ow involving a slip lane, it is the one exiting from the destination arm (Q u ), calculated net of the same right-turn fl ow (Q E,R ). If we consider the specialization in entry lanes as well as the diverse values of entry and confl icting fl ows, it is necessary to estimate lane capacities separately. Therefore, the methodological approach to determine entry capacities is similar to the one adopted in turbo roundabouts [6, 7, 8] which requires a lane by lane analysis owing to the physical separation of traffi c lanes. More recently, the Manual HCM 2010 [9] has extended the lane-by-lane analysis method to traditional roundabouts, thus conforming to Akçelik's research results [10] . From the above considerations, the capacities of through and left-turn lanes (C E,TLT ) and right-turn bypass lane (C E,R ) can be estimated, under stationariness conditions of vehicle fl ow, by means of different models. Yelding bypass lane [10] , [11] , [12]:
LANE CAPACITY COMPUTATIONS
Free Flow bypass lanes [13] , [14] , [15] :
The HCM 2010 capacity model has been adopted for the left-turn bypass lane (C E,TLT ): 
THE EFFECT OF PEDESTRIAN FLOWS
According to the German method [17] , the analysis of the pedestrian fl ow effect on the entry capacity of fl ower roundabouts can be obtained as follows: After estimating the single lane capacities, if we denote the saturation degrees (entry fl ow/capacity rate) with x and the relevant utilization degrees with ρ, the entry capacity C E (or C E ped in the case of pedestrian fl ow) can be determined by the following relations [4] , [8] :
In a fl ower roundabout the entry capacity (C E ped ) is function of the circulating fl ow in front of the entry under examination (Q c ), the fl ow exiting from the next arm after that under analysis (Q u ), the pedestrian fl ow Q ped and the saturation degrees of lanes. The graph illustrated in Fig.10 reports entry capacity values in a fl ower roundabout, worked out by varying circulating and exit fl ows (though satisfying the condition Q u ≤ Q c ), on the hypothesis that entry lanes have equal saturation degrees and Q ped = 0 (in that case, the entry capacity is given by the sum of the capacity of the two lanes, C E = C E,R + C E,TLT , cf. eq. 16). A microsimulation software has allowed to highlight how fl ower roundabouts, compared to traditional ones with two entry lanes and two ring lanes, can be advantageous in terms of capacity (and consequently vehicle delays) when most of the traffi c entering the intersection turns on the right [2] ; such a result is also confi rmed by the analyses carried out in this paper. However, it is worth pointing out that such a circumstance is subject to a well-defi ned condition, that is the presence of circulating fl ows (Qc) below or close to 1,600 veh/h (see Fig. 6 ). Should such a threshold be exceeded, even in correspondence with only one entry (Qc > 1,600 veh/h), the ring would be under oversaturation conditions, and consequently the number of vehicles that can fl ow through the sections/lanes would reduce drastically towards to zero. For this reason, fl ower roundabouts can be applied to two clearly distinct fi elds as outlined below: -Modest or moderate circulating fl ows (Qc < 1,600 veh/h): in some combinations of the distribution and intensity of entry fl ows, a fl ower roundabout can lead to higher entry capacities than conventional compact or large-sized roundabouts (2 ring lanes and 2 lanes at entries); -High circulating fl ows (Qc > 1,600 veh/h): a fl ower roundabout cannot be used;
instead, a conventional large-sized roundabout (i.e. 2-ring lanes and 2-entry lanes) is more appropriate, in that its circulatory carriageway capacity can reach 2,500 veh/h.
ESTIMATION OF DELAY, QUEUE AND LEVEL OF SERVICE
After calculating the capacity and degree of saturation of each lane, in case of pedestrian fl ow, average control delay can be determined from the following equation [8] , [9] :
where: D E,R ped = average delay for the single vehicle queuing at right-turn lane; D E,TLT ped = average delay for the single vehicle queuing at through and left-turn lane; T = reference time (h).Generally speaking, delays will differ at the two entry lanes; so the level of service of the right-turn lane needs to be differentiated from the corresponding level of service at the through and left-turn lanes. Should global information be necessary, however, the calculation of the average delay at each lane can still help; an overall average delay can be obtained by giving different weights to these values according to their respective traffi c demand. For instance, the performances at conventional intersections can be compared with those at turbo roundabouts, but the latter require a detailed evaluation at each lane. The overall average delay at entry D E is expressed by the following equation:
where D E,R ped , Q E,R , D E,TLT ped , Q E,TLT are respectively delays and fl ow rates at the two lanes of entry E. The level of service as function of the delay are shown in Table 1 [7] , [8] , [9] . Figure 10 shows an example of the overall delay variation at entry in relation to the degree of saturation at each lane (no pedestrian fl ow). Table 1 Level of service The 95th-percentile queue for the two lanes on an approach is calculated using the following equations [9] , [18] , [19] , [20] :
where: Q (95) = 95th-percentile queue, veh and T = time period, h (T = 1 for a 1-h analysis, T = 0.25 for a 15-min analysis).
ESTIMATION OF THE POLLUTANT EMISSIONS
The pollutions emission can be carried out by mean of Copert Software which is developed as a European tool for the calculation of emissions from the road transport sector [21, 22, 23] . The model takes into account many traffi c and vehicular parameters as: vehicle types, categories and population, annual mileage (km/year), mean fl eet mileage (km), etc. (see. Fig. 11 ). The methodology allows to calculate the exhaust emissions of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOX), non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC), methane (CH 4 ), particulate matter (PM), and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). The emission factor (EF) for each exhaust emission and for each transport modality m is calculated by means of the following equation: Where: λ index is the age of the vehicles; J index is the fuels typology; K is the engine displacement; a, b, c are three parameters correlated to single pollution emission. The total emissions E i for the pollution i can be calculated as:
Where: pi is the mean length of the annual trip [km] and Ni is the number of annual vehicle belonging to the same emission group. 
FUNCTIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
With the aim to identify the benefi ts of innovative roundabouts respect to conventional intersections [24] in terms of road pollution emission, specifi c traffi c analyses have been carried out. The study regards six different geometrics layouts (cf. Figures 12-15 ) and many traffi c fl ow conditions (both vehicular and pedestrian fl ows are taken into account). The road emission has been evaluated in the roads confi guration reported in Figure 16 (the free fl ow speed value considered is 50 km/h).
The For each layout under study the mean control delays have been determined by employing equations (17), (18) and (19) . The traffi c conditions examined are the following: Table 2 . The following graphics illustrate the values of mean control delay at roundabouts and the average speed as function of the intensity of entry fl ows. Obviously when the traffi c value is very high the average speed is low. Flower Roundabouts and double lane roundabout are best solution respect to conventional roundabouts with scheme (1 + 1) and (1 + 2) (cf. Figures 17 and 18 ). The Figures 18-22 , shown the results of the analysis for the CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , NO, PM 2,5 and PM 10 road emissions. In all cases the road emission increase with the Traffi c fl ow. In the range 81000 -450000 veh/year there isn't a strong correlation between emissions and intersection geometric layout. But, if the value of 450000 veh/year is exceeded the road emissions are function of the roundabouts geometry; as a matter of fact, in this case double roundabouts deal the best performances, instead Flower roundabouts have an intermediate performances between conventional roundabouts with (1 + 1) or (1 + 2) geometry and double lane roundabouts (see Figures 13, 14 and 15) . As suggested by Mauro et. al. [11] , only when the right-turn percentage is higher or equal to 70% of the total, fl ower roundabouts can cause delays and pollutant emissions inferior to those observed in the roundabouts with conventional confi gurations. If we consider the different intensity and location of the confl icting fl ows in the two entry lanes as well as the modes of traffi c regulations, entry capacity can be estimated by carrying out a lane by lane analysis. In any case, it is always possible to determine the entry capacity which appears to be correlated to the circulating fl ow in front of the entry under examination, to the pedestrian fl ow, to the degrees of saturation of lanes and to the fl ow exiting from the next arm after that under analysis (following the ring direction). In summary, fl ower roundabouts can be used whenever the circulating fl ow is below 1,600 veh/h; up to that threshold, they can lead to higher capacities and lower delay than those in conventional compact roundabouts. Also, when most of users at entries turn on the right (almost 70% of total entry fl ow) fl ower roundabout are the best solution if compared with all conventional layouts. If a circulating fl ow exceeded 1,600 veh/h, the ring tends to saturation, users can't get into it and consequently entry fl ows reduce towards zero. Therefore, if circulating fl ows will likely to be higher than 1,600 veh/h, it is necessary the use of to traditional large-sized roundabout schemes with two ring lanes (for example the double roundabout). With the aim to identify the benefi ts of innovative roundabouts respect to conventional intersections in terms of road pollution emission, specifi c traffi c analyses have been carried out. In lower traffi c conditions there aren't benefi ts in the use of innovative roundabouts. When the traffi c intensity is high (up to 450000 veh/year), road emissions are function of the roundabouts geometry. In this case, double roundabouts give the best performances, instead Flower roundabouts have an intermediate performances between conventional roundabouts with (1 + 1) or (1 + 2) geometry and double lane roundabouts. Only when the right-turn percentage is higher or equal to 70% of the total fl ower roundabouts can cause delays and pollutant emissions inferior to those observed in the other confi gurations examined.
